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Brianna blasts the  
blue ribbon event 

DAY 3 SC AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP 

Brianna swam in the final of the Women’s blue ribbon 

event 100FS. She has clearly taken stake on that 54 

seconds. Setting a new PB of 54.32. Brianna has the 100 
FLY Semi Final tonight. 

Gluey’s Gibes given world credit for 

natural remedies 

Blair and Jess just miss 

Qualifying time for Australian 

World SC Team 
The 400FS was an exciting final for the  

night. In an unusual situation the two  

fastest qualifiers were swimming in  

different finals due to the visitor ruling. 

Blair raced with an exciting 400FS taking control 

through each lap. As know with short course racing the 

double laps can create some concerns. Looking quite 

comfortable through out the 400 Blair turned at the 

completion of the distance thinking she had 2 laps to 

go. Her time with a feet finish was 4.05.49 just 0.24 

outside qualifying for the Australian Team.  
 

Wishing Blair the best of luck in the 200IM final tonight. 
 

Jess swam in the B final near the end of the program. 

After a solid heat swim working on the back end and 

coming out with a PB she aimed for a more consistent 

race. Her time of 4.06.86 was again another PB. 

Perth City Angels 

raced in the 4x100 

Medley Relay. 

With the team loaded 

with young National 

Age swimmers they 

proved they are ready 

for the higher level of 

competition. 

Everyone was amazed to see Will Rollo on pool deck 

last night, in fact even his mum. After not being well 

and having to withdraw from all individual races Will 

was taken home quite ill. Penny (Will’s mum) stated, “I 

put Will to bed to try and sleep it off, as far as I was 

aware he slept for 4-5 hours.” However after touching 

base with Will poolside he was adamant that the 

reading of Gluey’s Gibes had such an  

amazing reaction to his recovery. “I saw  

Dom’s picture in Gluey’s Gibes and it just  

made me smile. And honestly that was it I  

pulled myself out of bed and thought there  

is no way I’m going to let Dom think he is  

number 1!” 

Gluey’s Gibes has been  

compare to local  

Chinese Herbal Remedies 

and given world wide  

credit. 

Dom’s signature mark  

“The DOM” has spread around the Perth City club. 

While the elite are racing the Development club 

members are training hard. 


